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Wheel flats

▪ A wheel flat is a discrete type of wheel out-of-roundness and is a wheel tread defect. 

▪ A deviation from the nominal wheel radius occurs at a wheel flat, which is relatively much shorter in length with 

respect to the wheel circumference. 

▪ This deviation can generate a significant dynamic impact force on railway track, relating to the length of the flat, 

the diameter of the wheel, the speed of the train, the static wheel force and the equivalent stiffness of the rolling 

stock-railway track system.

http://www.mermecgroup.com/inspect/train-

monitoring/1024/wheel-impact-load.php                  

https://ar-tech.com.au/wheel-brake-monitoring/



Adverse effects of wheel flats

▪ The interaction of the wheel flat with the railhead is a highly indeterminate problem. 

▪ This interaction before the impact and after the impact generates dynamic impact forces with high frequency and

low frequency content that decays and repeats with each revolution of the wheel.

▪ The peak forces can reach to ~4 times the static wheel forces that can lead to railhead and wheel plastification

and RCF.

▪ The condition is further complicated with the fact that the formation of the wheel flat can change the crystalline 

phase of the both the wheel at the vicinity of the flat and the rail due to high temperatures that can occur during 

sliding.

▪ Therefore, damage caused by the wheel flat can be both mechanical and thermal.



Adverse effects of wheel flats

▪ At the minimum, wheel flats generate noise and vibrations.

▪ In the worst case, the high dynamic impact forces that develop can damage the railhead and the wheel.

▪ The complicated nature of the interaction calls for advanced time iterative numerical methods of analysis on 

mechanical models and/or detailed instrumentation along actual railways and on trains. 



The first paper where the proposed method was introduced



▪ The proposed method has been applied to track roughness in the form of track profile variation and track stiffness 

variation. 

▪ When applied to wheel flats, it yields an explicit analytical approach that considers the effects of the following 

parameters on the dynamic impact forces due to wheel flats:

1. Wheel flat length

2. Wheel diameter

3. Train speed

4. Track stiffness

5. Primary and secondary spring stiffness’

6. Hertzian contact deformation

K’B3
K’B3, H

Bezgin Method: An analytical approach that offers support to the 

engineer/researcher, before he or she resorts to more advanced methods



A wheel flat generates a potential energy for the tributary mass

of the wheel

▪ A part of this energy imparts onto the track-rolling stock equivalent stiffness system and temporarily stores as the

potential energy of this equivalent stiffness system.

▪ As a results of this energy transfer, the dynamic impact force Fi of the wheel differs from the static force of the

wheel Fs in relation to the train speed, length of wheel flat, wheel radius and system stiffness.



Bezgin – Kolukırık Equations

▪ v is the translational train speed.

▪ a’  is the deflection of the equivalent system stiffness.

▪ An explicit analytical method to estimate the peak forces due to wheel flats.



Uzzal, A. R., Ahmed, W., Rakheja, S. Dynamic Analysis of Railway Vehicle-Track Interactions due to Wheel Flat with a Pitch-Plane Vehicle 

Model.  Journal of Mechanical Engineering. Vol. ME39, No.2, December 2008. 

Zhai, W.M., Cai, C.B., Wang, Q., Lu, Z.W., Wu, X.S. Dynamic effects of vehicles on tracks in the case of raising train speed. Proceedings of 

the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part F, v 215, p.125-135, 2001.

Numerical analysis for the effects of wheel flats 



Comparison of estimates



Bjan, J., Gu, Y., Murray, H.W. A dynamic wheel-rail impact analysis of railway track under wheel flat by finite element analysis. Vehicle 

System Dynamics: International Journal of Vehicle Mechanics and Mobility. DOI: 10.1080/00423114.2013.774031. March 2013.

Numerical analysis for the effects of wheel flats 



Comparison of estimates



Comparison of estimates

Baeza, L., A. Roda, and J. C. O. Nielsen. Railway Vehicle/ Track Interaction Analysis using a Modal 

Substructuring Approach. Journal of Sound and Vibration, Vol. 293, 2006, pp. 112–124.



Wheel impact load detectors or instrumented special tracks 

http://www.trackiq.com.au/WCM.html

Review Article:

Review on condition monitoring approaches for the detection of railway wheel defects. 

Alireza Alemi, Francesco Corman, Gabriel Lodewijks Faculty of Mechanical, Maritime and Material Engineering (3mE), Delft 

University of Technology, The Netherlands 

Newton, S. G., and R. A. Clark. An Investigation into the Dynamic 

Effects on the Track of Wheelflats on Railway Vehicles. Journal of 

Mechanical Engineering Sciences, Vol. 21, No. 4, 1979, pp. 287–297. 



Comparison of estimates

Newton, S. G., and R. A. Clark. An Investigation into the Dynamic Effects on the Track of Wheel flats 

on Railway Vehicles. Journal of Mechanical Engineering Sciences, Vol. 21, No. 4, 1979, pp. 287–297. 



An improved estimate of system deflection a’ improves the 

estimate for K’B3



Constituents of the tributary wheel mass and system stiffness 

▪ Components of the tributary wheel mass: 

1. mw = Mass of the wheel, mass of brake disk per wheel, mass of axle rod 

per wheel

2. mbo = Tributary mass of the bogie per wheel

3. mb = Tributary mass of the body per wheel

mT = mw + mbo + mb

▪ Stiffness components of the system:

1. k = Stiffness of the track per wheel

2. kw = Primary wheel spring

3. kb = Secondary body spring



▪ Equivalent stiffness value supporting the mass components: 

1. k : Supporting the wheel/break disks and the axle 

2. kw and k =
1

1

kw
+
1

k

: Supporting the bogie

3. kT =
1

1

kb
+

1

kw
+
1

k

: Supporting the body

Stiffness elements that support the tributary mass components



Estimation of the system deflection if mass details are known

▪ Components of the total static wheel force: 

1. Fw = mw .g = Weight of the wheel/break disk/half the axle rod

2. Fbo = mbo .g = Weight of the tributary bogie mass

3. Fb = mb .g = Weight of the tributary body mass

Fs = Fw + Fbo + Fb

▪ Components of the total static system deflection:

1. a’w = Fw / k = Deflection contributed by the wheel

2. a’bo = Fbo / kw+k = Deflection contributed by the bogie

3. a'b = Fb / kT = Deflection contributed by the body

a’ = a’w + a’bo + a'b



Estimation of the system deflection if mass details are unknown

▪ Total static wheel force: Fs = 85 kN, 125 kN… etc

▪ Equivalent system stiffness: 𝐤𝐓 =
𝟏

𝟏

𝐤𝐛
+

𝟏

𝐤𝐰
+
𝟏

𝐤

▪ Equivalent system deflection: a’ = Fs / kT

▪ If the primary and secondary stiffness elements were absent, the total tributary mass would be supported by the 

stiffness of the track only and this would be the stiffest support condition.



K’B3 provides a manual way to estimate the peak forces 



K’B3 provides a manual way to estimate the peak forces



• v = 100 km/h

• k = 60 kN/mm

• kw = 10 kN/mm

• kb = 5 kN/mm

• mT = 7,825 kg

• Fs = 76.8 kN

Increasing dynamic impact forces with increasing wheel curvature

Resultant static wheel force known, mass distribution unknown



Increasing dynamic impact forces with increasing wheel curvature

Mass distribution known

• v = 100 km/h

• k = 60 kN/mm

• kw = 10 kN/mm

• kb = 5 kN/mm

• mw=900 kg

• mbo=1,300 kg

• mb=5,625 kg

• Fs = 76.8 kN



Decreasing dynamic impact forces with increasing static wheel

force. Mass distribution known

• v = 100 km/h

• k = 60 kN/mm

• kw = 10 kN/mm

• kb = 5 kN/mm

• mw=900 kg

• mbo=1,300 kg

• mb=9,375 kg

• Fs = 113.6 kN



Increasing dynamic impact forces with increasing speed. 

Mass distribution known

• v = 150 km/h

• k = 60 kN/mm

• kw = 10 kN/mm

• kb = 5 kN/mm

• mw=900 kg

• mbo=1,300 kg

• mb=9,375 kg

• Fs = 113.6 kN



K’B3-H that considers the effect of Hertzian contact 

deformation on the dynamic impact due to a wheel flat

▪ Use of this equation requires a Hertizan contact deformation analysis 

and an estimate for 2b. 



K’B3-H that considers the effect of Hertzian contact 

deformation on the dynamic impact due to a wheel flat



K’B3-H that considers the effect of Hertzian contact 

deformation on the dynamic impact due to a wheel flat



Our study that introduces the Bezgin – Kolukırık Equations 



Where are we now? Current status of the work.



Collaboration with Network Rail



Collaboration with Dr. Mohamed Wehbi, Senior Design Engineer 

Track Bed Design & Investigation Team of Network Rail

▪ The nature of the collaboration is to investigate the use of the Bezgin Method for the analysis of rough track due to 

variations in track stiffness and track profile.



Extensive comparisons of estimates with numerical analysis 



Our collaboration yielded:



Harmonic representation of raw data for use in the Bezgin 

Method



Application over case studies 

and site specific data



Our collaboration yielded:



Collaboration with SNCF



Collaboration with Railway Dynamics Team of SNCF Réseau

▪ The nature of the recently initiated collaboration is to investigate the use of the Bezgin Method for the analysis of 

rough wheel profiles and track defect singularities.

▪ Comparison studies are underway that compare the highest force estimates of advanced numerical model analysis 

for wheel flats and rail joints with the estimates of K’B3.



▪ All else being the same, the same wheel flat on two different wheel diameters will generate different 

impacts which are inversely related to the wheel diameter.

▪ There is currently no consensus among agencies and railway authorities with regards to the limitation of 

wheel flats operating on railways. 

▪ The issue is complicated not only due to speed and weight of the service but also due to differences in 

the weight distributions of the rolling stock.

▪ Nevertheless, the engineer must set a serviceable and a stable load path between the wheel and rail 

contact and the subgrade. 

▪ Accumulating damage on the railhead paves the way to variations in railway profile and stiffness, 

resulting in an array of dynamic impact forces on the railway track.

▪ There must be a clear understanding between the owners of the railway track and those operating the 

trains with regards to the allowable extent of wheel flats, which has the potential to damage both the 

track and the wheel.

▪ A single limit on the flat does not satisfy all operational cases.

Conclusions



▪ The research continues with the application of the equations produced by the Bezgin Method to estimate 

the peak dynamic impact forces due to track and wheel roughness.

▪ To this end, further comparisons with advanced numerical modelling and field data are needed.

▪ I look forward to establishing more collaborations and extending the breadth and depth of existing 

collaborations to introduce the proposed method and the equations to wider audiences.

▪ I have a request for site data to correlate the estimated dynamic impact forces to observed track and 

wheel damage.

▪ I request data from advanced numerical modelling of rail joints, wheel flats, turnout crossings to compare 

with the estimates of the proposed equations.

Conclusions



Teşekkür ederim              Thank you

o z g u r . b e z g i n @ i s t a n b u l . e d u . t r


